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NEIGHBORHOOD CONTRACTIBLESPACES
JOHN R. MARTIN1
Abstract.
In this paper the concept of a neighborhood contractible space (or
NC-space) is introduced. The class of NC-spaces is a proper subclass of the class of
locally contractible compacta and it is shown that several classes of spaces, including
the class of ANR-spaces, belong to the class of NC-spaces.

1. Introduction. It is well known that every ANR-space is locally contractible [1, p.
101] and that a finite-dimensional compactum is an ANR-space iff it is locally
contractible [l,p. 122]. However, an elegant example due to Borsuk [1, p. 126] shows
that even a contractible and locally contractible infinite-dimensional compactum
need not be an ANR-space. It is Borsuk's example that provides the motivation for
the definition of neighborhood contractible compacta since every neighborhood
contractible compactum is locally contractible. but Borsuk's example fails to be
neighborhood contractible. The purpose of this paper is to show that all ANR-spaces,
AAR-spaces and AFS-spaces (see [3,4]) are neighborhood contractible spaces.
2. Notation and preliminaries. Apart from the notions of the cap over a continuum,
absolute fixed point sets (AFS-spaces)
and absolute approximate retracts (AARspaces), the terminology used in this paper may be found in [1]. In particular,

Hubert space will be denoted by E" and the diameter of a set M will be denoted by
8(M). Although definitions for the first three concepts may be found in [3,4], we
include them in this section for the sake of completeness.
Let C be a continuum lying in £" and let A be a compact segment in E".
Consider the disjoint unions U (C X [0, oo)) of A and the product space C X [0, oo).
Let A be a one-to-one mapping from A U (C X [0, oo)) onto a continuum in £" such
that the following properties are satisfied.

(\)h(z) = zifz EA.
(2)h(z,0) = z for all z E C.
(3) h | C X [0, oo) is a homeomorphism.

(4)üm„J(A(CX{í}))

= 0.

(5) For each z E C, h({z] X [0, oo)) U A is homeomorphic to the closure of the
curve in the plane E2 whose equation is y = sin tr/x for 0 < x *£ 1.
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The image of A U (C X [0, oo)) under h is defined to be the cap of C and A,
denoted by cap CA. We shall regard cap CA as the set A U (C X [0. oo)) together
with an assigned metric which makes the function h an isometry.
Let B be a subset of a space X. Then B is called a fixed point set of X if there is a
self-mapping of X whose fixed point set is B. We call B an approximate retract of X
if for every neighborhood U of B in X there is a retract A of A such that BEREU.
A compactum A is an AFS-space (AAR-space) if whenever A is embedded as a
subset of a compactum Z, then A"is a fixed point set (an approximate retract) of Z.
It has been shown that both of these classes of spaces are properly contained in the
class of contractible and locally contractible compacta [3,4].
3. Neighborhood contractible spaces.
3.1. Definitions.
(1) A space A is neighborhood contractible at a subset A if every
neighborhood U of A in X contains a neighborhood V of A in A such that V is

contractible in U.
(2) A compactum
X is neighborhood contractible (or an NC-space) if X is
neighborhood contractible at each of its nonempty closed contractible subsets.
3.2. Proposition.

Every neighborhood retract of an NC-space is an NC-space.

Proof. Suppose A"is a neighborhood retract of an NC-space Z. Then there is an
open set Y containing X and a retraction r: Y — X. Let A be a nonempty closed
contractible subset of A" and let U be an open set in X containing A. Since
M — r~\U ) is an open subset of Z containing A, there is a neighborhood W of A in

Z such that K E W E M and W is contractible in M. Let H: W X / — M be a
contraction of W in M. Let V = W n U and define F: V X I ^ U by F(x, t) =
rH(x, t) for (x, t) G VX I. Then F is a neighborhood of A in A' and F is a
contraction of F in U as required.
Since each factor in a cartesian product space is embedded
space, we obtain the following corollary to Proposition 3.2.
3.3. Corollary.
X, is an NC-space.
3.4. Theorem.

If the cartesian product space II" i X¡ is an NC-space, then every

Every ANR-space is an NC-space.

Proof. Let X be an ANR-space and suppose A is a nonempty
subset of X. Let U be an open subset of X which contains A and
neighborhood of A lying in U. Since A is contractible, there
A X I -> A which deforms A to a point p. Define a mapping G:

I) U (AX {1})-

as a retract of that

closed contractible
let A be a compact
is a contraction F:
(K X {0}) U (A X

i/by

G(x,r)=

x

if x G A and t = 0,

F(jc,0

îf(x, t) € ¿ X /,

p

if x E K and r = 1.

Since U is an absolute neighborhood

retract for the class of metric spaces [l,p. 96],

there is a neighborhood W of (A X {0}) U (A X I) U (A X {1}) lying in X X I
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and an extension H: W — U of G. It is easy to show that there is a neighborhood

V

of A in X such that V C A and K X / C W (see [2, p. 86]). Then the restriction map
H\V X I: V X I — U is a contraction of K in t/ which deforms V to the point p.
Therefore A is an NC-space as required.
Since neighborhood contractibility implies local contractibility and every finitedimensional locally contractible compactum is an ANR-space [l,p. 122], we obtain
the following corollary to Theorem 3.4.
3.5. Corollary.
For a finite-dimensional
ments are equivalent.
( 1) X is neighborhood contractible.

compactum X, the following three state-

(2) X is locally contractible.
(3) X is an ANR-space.
In the proof of Theorem 3.6 (Theorem 3.7) we rely heavily on both the statement
and the initial constructions used in the proof of Theorem 2 in [3] (Theorem 1 in [4]).
3.6. Theorem. Every AFS-space is an NC-space.

Proof. Let X be an AFS-space and suppose that X is not an NC-space. Then
there is a nonempty closed contractible subset A"in A"and a neighborhood U of A in
X which contains a decreasing sequence F,, V2, ... of compact neighborhoods of K
such that lim,-00F; = A"and no Vt is contractible in U. Let A,,'i — 1,2,..., denote
the subinterval of the closed unit interval / = [0,1 ] defined by

A,=[l/2i,\/(2i-\)].
Consider a sequence of disjoint continua y,, Y2,... with lim,,.^ Y¡= lim,^^ V. = K
obtained by first taking the disjoint union U°l, Vi and then letting Y¡ — cap ViAi for

i = 1,2,_Let
Y —I U U°l, Y¡. Form the compactum Z obtained by taking the
disjoint union X U Y and then identifying Vl X {0} in Y with V.in X for ;' = 1,2,...,
and identifying the point 0 in / with a point p in A.
Now, since A"is an AFS-space, there is a map/: Z -> Z whose fixed point set is X.
Let Q= U{y,|/(^,)
n (0,1] = 0}. Then the arguments used in the proof of
Theorem 2 in [3] show that all but finitely many of the T, are subsets of Q and there
is a retraction r: /(A" U (?) -> A". Since lim,-00 Y¡— K, there is some Yk such that
rf(Yk) C U. Let ak denote the midpoint of Ak. Then, since X is locally contractible
[3,Theorem 2], there is a neighborhood W of rf(ak) in U and a deformation ß:
W X I — U which deforms W to a point. Since rf is continuous at ak, there is a
neighborhood TVof a¿ in Yk such that r/(/V) C W. Then, for some s in [0, oo), we
have Vk X {s} EN. Let a: Vk X / -* Yk —Ak denote a deformation which deforms

vk~ vkx {°} onto vk x {*}• Define a homotopy H: VkX I -> Uby

//(*,,) = ír/aU2°
\i8(i/a(x,l),2/-l)

Íf0<,<Í'
ifi</<l.

It is easy to check that H is a deformation which deforms K¿ to a point in £/. This
contradiction shows that X must be an NC-space.
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Every AAR-space is an NC-space.

Proof. Let X be an AAR-space and suppose that X is not an NC-space. Then let
A",U, V¡, A¡. Y¡, i = 1,2,..., be as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Form the continuum
M obtained by taking the disjoint union of A"and U°i i Y„ anc* then identifying Viin
X with Vi X {0} in y, for < = 1,2,_A
construction similar to that found in [4, p.
298] can be used to attach an infinite ray A to A/ to obtain a new continuum Z. The
continuum Z = M U A may be regarded as a subspace of E" where A is a
homeomorph of [0, oo) which is disjoint from M and "converges" to a subcontinuum
of M which contains U°l, A¡. In particular, every open set in Z containing a point
belonging to some A. must contain a subinterval of A.
Let W— Z — C where C is a compact neighborhood of A, in Z such that

C n ( U°l2 y, U A") = 0. Since A"is an AAR-space, there is a retraction f:Z-+R
where A is a retract of Z such that X C R E W. A simple argument which can be
found in the proof of Theorem 1 in [4] shows that there is a retraction r: R -> X such

that rf(Yt) E U for all but finitely many of the Y¡.Since the AAR-space X is locally
contractible [4, Theorem 1], the remaining argument needed to complete the proof is
identical to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.6.
It has been shown in Corollary 3.5 that, for finite-dimensional compacta, the
concepts of neighborhood contractible and locally contractible coincide. We now
show that a well-known example due to Borsuk [1, p. 126] is, in fact, an example of a
contractible and locally contractible compactum which is not neighborhood con-

tractible.
3.8. Example. Consider the following subsets of the Hubert cube Q" (for notation
see[l,p. 10]):

Bk = {x - {*,} Ida^*!

<taadXi

= 0îoti>k)

forfc= 1,2.

The boundary Bd Bk of Bk is a (k — l)-sphere which we shall denote by Xk for
k = 1,2,_Let
X — X0 U U"=, Xk. Then, if Y denotes the cone over X with vertex
p, Y is a contractible and locally contractible compactum which is not an ANR-space
[l,p. 126]. We now show that y is not neighborhood contractible.
To facilitate notation, we shall identify A1with X X {0} in Y = Cone(A"). Then A"0
is a contractible subset of Y which is, in fact, homeomorphic to the Hubert cube Q".
Consider the neighborhood Y — {p} of X0 in Y. Let Vbe any neighborhood of X0 in
y — {p}. Then V contains infinitely many of the spheres Xk_k = 1,2,_Since
no
Xk, k = 1,2,..., is contractible in Y — {/?}, it follows that y is not neighborhood
contractible at A"0.Consequently, Y is not an NC-space.
Since the class of ANR-spaces is contained in the class of NC-spaces which, in
turn, is properly contained in the class of locally contractible compacta, it seems
appropriate to pose the following question.
3.9. Question. Does the class of NC-spaces coincide with the class ofANR-spacesI
We remark that the results of this paper (see the last sentence in §2) show that
every AFS-space (AAR-space) is a contractible NC-space. Since every contractible
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ANR-space is an AR-space [1, p. 101], a positive answer to Question 3.9 would show
that the concepts of an AFS-space, AAR-space and AR-space are equivalent.
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